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2015 Turnover: £116.9M : £64M : £57M : £40.2M : £30.2M

TOP BRANDS IN UK MARKET

* highlights which 
companies are best at 
engaging the online 
user

SOCIAL MEDIA RANKING*
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Regatta leads in the UK 
market, often seen as a 
“value range”, offering 
consumers a good quality 
vs cost balance, ideal for 
novice trekkers.

In comparison the North 
face offers more of a range, 
attributing to its high social 
media ranking as it would 
crop up more on online 
searches.

Berghaus is seen as an 
innovator, creating specialist 
products inspired by athletes 

ensuring it maintains it’s 
high position in the UK 
market. As it’s products are 
higher quality, they are more 
expensive making rucksacks in 
particular less appealing to an 
uncommitted novice trekker, 
than Regatta products.

UK outdoor market is worth     
£1,433 million

In rainy conditions... 
SALES INCREASE

      of Berghaus 
turnover comes from UK
78%

where it rains                    
of the year

45%

TOTAL
£1433M

£889M £309M £235M

62%
CLOTHING

16%
FOOTWEAR

22%
EQUIPMENT

SALES BY PRODUCT 
CATEGORY (2013)
Source: http://pragmauk.com/wp-content/
uploads/2015/11/UK-Outdoor-Retail-2015.pdf 

Source: (Pragma, n.d.)
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EU OUTDOOR MARKET

€4.8BN
WHOLESALE

APPAREL
€2.5BN

FOOTWEAR
€1.3BN

BACKPACK
€305M

TENTS
€147M

CLIMBING
€108M

ACCESSORIES
€321M

SLEEPING BAGS
€92M

There are 1,400 outdoor brands 
competing in Europe

TURNOVER INCREASE 2014- 2015
€7.4 million to €7.5 million

Source: (European outdoor group, 2016)Source: (European outdoor group, 2016)
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GLOBAL MARKET

MARKET VOLUME:

€2.43 billion
+ 5.3%

OUTDOOR MARKET PROVIDES:

6.1 million jobs

focusing on biggest competitors 
USA and China

Global hiking gear & equipment will 
grow at CAGR OF 3% by 2020

CA: 
$85.4 billion 

in consumer 
spending

$6.7 billion in 
state and local 

tax revenue

NY:
$2.8 billion in 

state and local 
tax revenue

FL:
$2.5 billion in 

state and local 
tax revenue

STATE BREAKDOWN OF 
OUTDOOR ECONOMY (2012)

$646 billion of US consumer 
spending is on outdoor equipment

+2.4%
+12.4%

DOMESTIC VS FOREGIN 
BRANDS (2015)

100
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DOMESTIC FOREIGN

Source: (Asla, n.d.)

 (Huber, 2016)
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ADVENTURE TOURISM

AVERAGE TRIP 
LENGTH IS:

8 days

TOP 10 MOST POPULAR 
ADVENTURE DESTINATIONS

TOP 5

WORTH 

$263 BN

 Hard 
Adventure

 Soft 
Adventure

CAVING

CLIMBING

TREKKING

CAMPING

HIKING

BIRD-
WATCHING

Yearly growth rate of 65% in         
Europe, North and South America

Global adventure tourism 
market will grow at CAGR 
of46% BY 2020

Source: (Sandler Research, 
2016)
 Source: (CREST, n.d.)



86 871951 An increase in national part visits with 52% walking more than 2 miles
1952 Asher Kelty and Nena Kelty added a hip belt to aid weight transference- handmade

1965 Jimmy Roberts defines trekking as a pursuit of its own, separate from hiking and rambling
1968 Lowe Alpine release an integrated frame backpack

1969 GORETEX was introduced- breathable and waterproof

1970 Gerry Cunningham created first all nylon backpack

1972 Kelty Tioga was released- external frame with full padded hip belt and 
quick release belt buckles

1973 Kelty released first commerically availble internal frame

1980 Berghaus introduced quick release plastic belt buckle

1993 Lowe Alpine launched the paralux system, so users could adjust 
to a higher degree than ever before.

2005 Berghaus lanuch bioflex, responding to the natural movements of the body

RUCKSACK   
HISTORY

3300BC Pack of Otzi was dicsovered. Consisted of an external frame with 
cross pieces and a bag. 

1880 Norwegian Sekk med meis “bad with a frame” was 
designed. Minimal load bearing function but had a strap around 
the waist and framelsss bag

1886 First patented design by Colonel Meriam. Designed around 
existing military rucksacks it was cumbersome but had some 
weight transfer to the hips for heavier loads

1908 Bergan bent a junniper branch for better suppport

1909 Norwegian Bergan patents his design, a metal frame shaped to 
the body. Curved waist piece allowed some weight transfer

1922 American Lloyd F. Nelson patented the Trapper Nelson. Conisted of 
a full external frame with attached bag, all weight was on shoulders

1938 Gerry Cunnigham incporated the zipper into backpacks greatly aiding access. Also used 
nylon

Source: (Gilmore, 2014)
Source: (Hans, 2016)
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Compression Straps 
Once tightened, they will help to 
stabilize the load once bag is 
fully packed

Lid
Lid usually has an inbuilt 
pocket for easy access 

Load Lifters
Should be at a 30/45 
degree angle from top 
of shoulder to the top 
of of the bag’s frame. 
Aids with balance and 
aims to reduce weight 
on shoulders

Lumbar Pad
This helps to improve 
comfort and provide 
further support for 
the lower back

Shoulder Straps
These should be tight for 
better balance and are 
used to take some of the 
weight

Hip Belt
This should take 
75% of the bags 
weight. It needs to 
be tight without 
pinching the waist 

Sternum Strap
This aids with posture 
and balance, keeping 
th shoulder straps in 
position. Gives the 
feeling of the bag 
hugging the body

Stays
Aluminium bar structure that 
transfers the weight to the 
hipbelt

Framesheet
A piece of stiff plastic that 
helps add structure and 
disperse weight

75% of the rucksack weight 
should sit on the hips

RUCKSACK         
IN DEPTH

TORSO LENGTH 
is the key 
measurement:
- bony bump at the   
top of spine (C7)
 

- top of hip bones   
(illiac crest)

Source: (Rei, n.d.)
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ORDER OF 
ADJUSTMENT
1) HIPBELT

- Move until it hugs the iliac  
 crest (top of hip bone)
- Tighten until it is a snug   
 fit

2) SHOULDER STRAPS

- Pull down on straps to   
 tighten
- These should carry little   
 weight but be tight against  
 your shoulders

3) LOAD LIFTERS

- These should angle back   
 at approx. 45 degrees
- Snug not stiff fit is ideal

4) STERNUM STRAP

- Should sit about an inch   
 below the collarbone
- If too tight it could restrict  
 breathing

HIPBELT1 2

34

SHOULDER 
STRAPS

LOAD LIFTERSSTERNUM STRAP

Hugs the Iliac crest

Should carry little weight

at a 45 degree angleSits an inch below the collarbone

Source: (Rei, n.d.)
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MATERIALS CORDURA

PACK CLOTH NYLON

RIP STOP NYLON

COTTON CANVAS

POLYESTER

Most popular material choice:
- Lightweight
- Abrasive resitant
- Tear resistant

Grid pattern
- Prevents firther ripping
- Lighweight
- Easily waterproofed

Shiny and silky texture
- Can be heavy
- Easily waterproofed
- abrasion & puncture resistant

Least popular material choice
- Silent material (good for   
 hunting)
- Lack of waterproofing
- Inexpensive

Emerging material
- Higher resistance to UV
- Used in Lowe trekking series

FOAM- OPEN CELL
Interconnected open air chambers
- Soft & highly compressible
- Not good for backpacks as  
 straps dig into body when  
 foam compresses

FOAM- CLOSED CELL
No connected open air chambers
- Good loade support as   
 minimal compression
- Impervious to sweat

FOAM- DUAL DENSITY
Open cell comfort + Closed 
cell load support = better user 
experience

FOAM- COMPRESSION
Can be made into custom shapes
Lack of hard edges improves  
comfort.
Although it has no memory it will  
mould to body shape over time

ZIPPERS STITCHING
IDEAL= 8-10 Stiches per inch

No. of Stitches

Fa
br

ic
 S

tr
en

gt
h IDEAL

<6 = 
WEAK

>10 = 
WEAK 

more stitches mean 
strength of fabric is 
undermined

PLASTIC COIL
Continuous piece of plastic sewn into fabric.
Fabric can be removed from the zip when caught 
without ripping

REGULAR PLASTIC TOOTH
Stronger than coil zippers but more chance of ripping

Used on inexpensive packs as prone to rusting and 
corrosion in rain

METAL

DERNIER TENACITY

Meaure of Yarn size
420-630 for backpacks

Measure of Tear resistance
Nylon type 6= low
Nylon type 66= High

A lightweight and tear resistant 
fabric is key when trekking  Source: (Backpacks, n.d.)



94 95http://travel.aarp.org/destinations/united-states/grand-canyon-national-park/

WHAT IS 
TREKKING?
It is defined as “going on 
a long arduous journey, 
typically on foot, through 
mountainous regions.”  

Whilst hiking involves following 
established paths, trekking is 
more difficult, testing one’s 
endurance and physical ability 
over challenging terrain.

synonyms include:

hike, tramp, march, slog, 
trudge, traipse, walk 

Popular destinations include:

Grand Canyon
Inca Trail
Tour de Mont Blanc
Indian Himalayas
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TREKKING 
ACTIVITIES

SCRAMBLING 
When climbing up a 
rocky incline, users 
may need to use 
their hands as well 
as feet.  Backpack 
would need to 
remain comfortable

CLIMBING
Trekkers need to be 
able to step over 
gates using stiles, 
or potentially climb 
gates or trees to 
understand their 
location if lost.

WADING

In certain 
environments, users 
may need to be able 
to wade through water. 
Therefore the back 
system would need to 
be waterproof.

WALKING

Whether it be a steep 
or shallow incline 
or decline, the back 
system will need 
to aid the user in 
balance and posture 
to maintain comfort 
and efficiency

JOGGING
Certain user’s may 
want to improve 
their fitness 
and endurance 
by jogging for 
parts of the trek 
therefore rubbing 
could be an issue

STANDING
The back 
system must be 
comfortable when 
just standing still, 
exerting no excess 
weight or pressure 
on the body

The back system must be 
able to adapt to maintain 
its comfort and efficiency 
despite different movements 
in different activites

JUNGLE 
TREKKING
A multi-day trek through a 
jungle such as the amazon 
rainforest or the Himalyan 
jungle of Garhwal

Factors to Consider:

 Humidity would mean  
 that ventilation is key  
 to prevent discomfort  
 and rubbing

 A rotating hip belt   
 would aid balance and  
 weight distribution over  
 uneven terrain

 Straps can get easily  
 caught on branches as  
 well as mesh etc
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DESERT
TREKKING

A multi-day trek through a 
desert such as the sahara

Factors to Consider:

 Hot temperatures would  
 mean minimal layers, so  
 padded straps would be  
 key as well as minimal  
 rubbing

 An ultra-light back pack  
 would ensure less wasted  
 energy on weight

 Problems with access on  
 the move when trekking  
 as difficult to take back  
 on/off

MOUNTAIN
TREKKING

A multi-day trek through a 
mountaneous region either 
snow covered such as Mount 
Everest or rocky and hot such 
as the Grand Canyon

Factors to consider:

 Cold temperatures would  
 mean multiple    
 layers, through which the  
 back system would need  
 to remain effective

 Difficult to access   
 rucksack with gloved  
 hands but don’t want to  
 expose them

 Can be unstable in wind
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UNRAVELLING  ADJUSTABILITY

Tightness can only be adjusted     
on most straps, not angle/ level

As the brief desired a 
back system with maximum 
adjustability, a test rig was 
created to measure:

- Torso Length
- Hip to Hip
- Shoulder to Shoulder
- Hip Circumference
- Chest Depth

to then be used when 
designing.

One of the key problems in 
packs is how prescriptive they 
are, therefore a key challenge 
highlighted was how to give 
th user maximum control 
over their pack?

This test rig will be used to 
collect data from a variety 
of people to ensure the final 
design can cater for the 
widest range with maximum 
adjustability.
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ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA
SHOULDER HEIGHT

HIP HEIGHT

TORSO
LENGTH

HIP BREADTH

SHOULDER 
BREADTH

CHEST
DEPTH

5th   50th 95th
1325   1435 1540

5th   50th 95th
845    925 1005

5th   50th 95th
365    400 435

5th   50th 95th
310    355 405

5th   50th 95th
200    240 275

As the rucksack will be 
adjustable, data was collected 
from the 5th, 50th and 95th 
percentile to ensure the 
adjustability would cater for a 
large range.

Both male and female data 
was used as in the market, it 
is rare to find a truly unisex 
rucksack that accounts for 
differences in a female figure, 
an issue this project will tackle.

5th   50th 95th
480    510 535

SHOULDER HEIGHT

HIP HEIGHT

TORSO
LENGTH

HIP BREADTH

SHOULDER BREADTH

CHEST
DEPTH

ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA

5th   50th 95th
1225  1315 1410

5th   50th 95th
745    815 885

5th   50th 95th
300    365 425

5th   50th 95th
330    360 390

5th   50th 95th
195    240 285

Torso Length was calculated 
by subtracting the hip from 
the shoulder height as this 
was a key measurement for 
the back plate. The accuracy 
of this calculation was tested 
through manual measurement.

During prototyping stages, 
this data will be continually 
referred to, ensuring an 
accurate and efficient test rig 
to be created.

5th   50th 95th
480    500 525

Source: (Pheasant, 1999)
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PRIMARY RESEARCH
Peak District
Novice & Expert Trekkers
1 Well-worn & 1 Realtively new bag

THE TREK
To simultate the experience of 
trekking it was decided to go 
on a trek in the peak district 
carrying a weighted rucksack. 

Through doing this it enabled 
first hand discoveries of 
trekking problems which can 
therefore be used as the 
basis for the design.

A more expert trekker 
(Chandni) was also asked to 
participate ensuring a wider 
range of potential problems. 
Whilst emphasising differences 
between novice and expert 
requirements.

Rucksack brand: Karrimor

Known for: a cheap but 
reliable brand for novice 
trekkers

Trek: Hope to Castleton

Climate: Cold, light rain and 
strong winds
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Chandni’s knowledge on how 
to correctly fit the bag was 
invaluable, as confusing for 
a novice to know the order/
requirements

Highly difficult to access coat 
pockets as hip belt was in the 
way

Trailing straps got stuck twice 
in gates and climbing over 
styes, difficult to remedy if a 
solo trek- rectractable system?

Difficulty getting through 
smaller gates- maybe pack 
could compress/collapse

Chest strap was key in helping 
to make the rucksack hug the 
body, it aids both posture and 
balance

Shoulders ached as could 
only adjust tightness not 
placement/angle

 

MAIN ISSUES
NOVICE VS EXPERT

The tangle of different straps 
was confusing to understand

Didn’t initially use the chest 
strap as seemed redundant, 
this altered after 30 mins, but 
shoulders were already in pain

Weight of rucksack was 
uncomfortable as unused to it

Lack of knowledge meant a 
solo trek would have been 
difficult

Buckles were difficult to use 
as unfamiliar with the clasp

Chandni had worn in her bag, 
meaning the padding was 
pliable rather than stiff

Knew the order in which to 
tighten the straps to ensure 
the best fit 

Understood where the weight 
should be distributed (hips not 
shoulders)

Has own methods for ease, 
i.e. spins bag around on hip 
belt to access items
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A couple age 30-40 were asked 
about their trekking experience and 
problems

What rucksacks do you own?

• Osprey 70L
• Lowe Alpine 20L
• Camel Back

What’s most important for you?

• Comfort 
• High Quality
• Adjustability

Which part of body is most 
uncomfortable when backpacking?

• None as Osprey have a very   
 comfortable back where spine   
 length of pack can be adjusted

How often do you go trekking?

• 3 weeks once a year abroad
• Usually America as having very  
 good trekking trails

INTERVIEW 1 INTERVIEW 2
Two runners were also asked as 
they were expert trekkers. This was a 
slightly biased interview as one was 
a designer for Lowe Alpine.

What rucksacks do you own? 

- Lowe Alpine as is incredibly   
 comfortable due to the axiom   
 back system. 

What’s most important to you?

• Comfort
• Space
• No flaps
• Adjustability 

How often do you go trekking?

• Very regular
• Usually in Norway or Sweden
• Often goes running in the   
 peaks to maintain fitness but   
 just uses a daybag
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INNOVATORS 
BIOFLEX

Ensures maximum packing 
volume and comfort whilst 
remaining lightweight

The hipbelt pivots allowing 
the pack to move better with 
the body allowing for greater 
carry efficiency. Would it 
be better if the back plate 
rotated instead?

Back length is adjustable to 
make the pack more personal 
for each user.
Further adjustment for 
shoulder breadth?

A compression system 
ensures a well-dispersed load 
improving carry efficiency 
and comfort. How else 
could weight dispersal be 
achieved?

INNOVATORS 
LOWE ALPINE

Back Length is adjustable 
with just one pull, allowing 
the harness to be moved into 
position for maximum comfort. 
Further adjustment for 
shoulder breadth?

A rotating hip belt ensures 
less pressure on the hips 
when on an incline or long 
trek thereby improving 
comfort. Unable to adjust 
placement, women’s hips are 
often higher so would be less 
comfortable?

Aerator back panel has a 
mesh which ensures spacing 
for ventilation as full back 
panels are less comfortable 
but often more versatile 
and lighter. How could it be 
made to feel more like its 
floating? Source: (Berghaus, n.d.)
 Source: (Lowe Alpine, n.d.)
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UNDERSTANDING 
CONSTRUCTION

A standard backpack was 
replicated using modelling 
materials to better understand 
it’s construction.

Back plate: must be a hard 
material to provide structure, 
for comfort, padding is 
required- problems with 
ventilation according to 
padding layout

Waist strap: A slight split 
aids fit for different sizes and 
contours.

The bag: Manufactured in 
panels then combined with the 
back system.

Shoulder straps: their 
specific shape allow the bag 
to avoid the chest which can 
be uncomfortable for women.
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TREKKING 
SURVEY

Trekking	Frequency

Monthly Yearly Other

Home	or	Abroad?

Abroad Own	Country

Novice	or	Expert?

Novice Expert

Trekking Frequency Home or Abroad? Novice or Expert?

Terrain

Jungle Desert Mountain	(snow) Mountain	(rock) Forest

Type of Terrain?

Completed by
 
   trekkers20

To understand the particular difficulties 
trekkers face, a survey was created with both 
open and closed questions. 

Key questions asked were:

- For each terrain you have    
 encountered, please comment any  
 particular problems

- What is most important to you when  
 picking a rucksack?

- Did you find it easy to understand  
 how to adjust each strap for ideal  
 fit?

Most rucksacks are difficult     
to understand how to use 

Easy	to	Use?

Easy	to	understand Had	Problems

Easy to Use?

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Shoulders

Hips

Back

Neck

Chest

Area	of	Particular	Discomfort?Area of Particular Discomfort?

Most users said they found 
it difficult to understand 
how to achieve the best 
fit, those who said yes 
attributed it to:

- Simplicity of design

- Aid from the shop   
 assistant

Unsurprisingly, comfort was the most important 
purchasing factor. Quality and adjustability 
were also high on the agenda as it ensures a 
trusted product with maximum user interaction 
and personalisation. 

Weight and material were among the least 
important factors, however, adressing the issue 
of weight would ensure better carry efficiency

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Comfort

Durability

Quality

Adjustability

Cost

Material

Fit

Weight

Chart	TitleKey Purchasing Factors
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Sweaty	backs

Access

Chest	strap

Hip	pocket

Balance

Weight	distrubtion

Comfort

Taking	on/off

Adjustability

Understanding	

Key	Trekking	ProblemsKey Trekking Problems
Unless the shop assistant helps, most aspiriring trekkers are unsure of the 
order and the ideal fit- an infographic or colour co-ordinated system could 
help

Adjustability is a key issue for a lot of trekkers, as no two are the same, 
the ability to adjust back length and shoulder breadth would greatly improve 
carry efficiency and overall comfort

Comfort will always be a number one factor, however striking the balance 
between comfortable padding and a sweaty back is problematic

The typical weight distribution harness has two shoulder straps, a chest and 
a waist belt. However, many users still struggle with comfort and balance, 
therefore is there another way in which a better carry efficiency can be 
achieved?

Despite access to breathable fabrics, this remains a key issue for alot of 
aspiring trekkers, therefore how can this be severely limited
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THE BODY IN MOTION
When walking, the pelvis is a key factor that works in 
conjuction with the upper body, hips, knees, ankles and feet 

MAX PELVIC 
& SHOULDER 
OBLIQUITY

LOADING
RESPONSE

NEUTRAL 
POSITION

UPPER BODY MOTION WHEN WALKING:

- The shoulder girdle mimicks the  
 pelvic rotation but in the opposite  
 direction
- The shoulder sags on the side  
 that becomes the supporting leg  
 to maintain balance

PELVIC MOTION WHEN WALKING:

-  During loading response, the hip of the trailing leg   
 begins to drop leading to an increase in pelvic   
 obliquity 
- Pelvic obliquity then reaches its maximum after toe-off  
 of the trailing leg
- The process is then reversed with the pelvis regaining  
 its neutral position in midstance

ANALYSING THE PELVIC TILT

Left Stance Phase

Weight bearing through the left hip 
causes right side of pelvis to drop

Right Stance Phase

Weight bearing through the right hip 
causes left side of pelvis to drop

Neutral Phase

Pelvis is level as neither side is weight 
bearing more than the other

14,242 Americans sought aid     
for backpack injuries in 2015

 Source: (Noreil, 2014)

 Source: (Hall, 2013)

Source: (Fibre2Fashion, n.d.)
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Trekking can cause severe muscle 
pain as a result of the pack not 
adapting to the natural movement 
of the body or the weight being 
incorrectly dispersed.

MUSCLE PAIN 

KEY AREAS:

FACTORS:

- Static pack
- Incorrect strap adjustment 
- Top heavy pack due to  
 uncorrect packing   
 technique

SOLUTION 1:
ROTATING HIP BELT

SOLUTION 2:
FLEXIBLE FRAME
Used in Mammut packs, the frame flexes 
tortionaly according to the natural movement 
of the body when walking. This limits any 
restrictions on the pelvis or spine allowing for 
a more comfortable experience. It helps to 
make the pack feel as if it is floating.

Used in Lowe Alpine rucksacks, the aim is to 
reduce the pressure on the hips when on an 
incline or decline, making it more comfortable.

Used in Black Diamond packs, the frame, shoulder 
straps and hipbelt pivot and twist with the natural 
movements of the trekker, allowing maximum 
freedom of movement, useful when extra agility is 
needed

SOLUTION 3:
PIVOTING HIP BELT

 (Mammut, n.d.)

(Black Diamond, n.d.)
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NOVICE ASPIRING TREKKERS

SIMPLE

BOLD

SOPHISTICATED STYLISH

TRUSTED
TECHNICAL



A highly sporty individual, Amy became involved with the 
trekking world 2 years ago after going on the Inca Trail 
trek with her boyfriend James. Still quite novice, she wants 
to understand the kit better with the hope of becoming a 
more serious trekker.

A key problem for her is a lack of understanding of how 
to adjust the pack, without James to help she would have 
been unsure how to get the best fit.

Novice 
Trekker

Frequent 
Traveller

Expert 
Trekker

Occasional 
Traveller

ADVENTUROUS 
AMY

Running

BasketballHorse-riding

Trekking

HOBBIES TREKS

Inca Trail Peru

Singalia Ridge India

Works 9-6

Attends a 
spin class

Socialises Runs and Gym

Horse-ridesEvery other week 
plays basketball

WEEKDAYS WEEKENDS

Name: Amy Andrews
Age: 26
Accomodation: 1 bed flat 
Location: London

Relationship: Lives with boyfriend
Career: Project Manager
Salary: £35,000

“Trekking makes me feel 
like I’m in a different world”

CREATIVE CHRIS

“The natural photo 
opportunities are surreal”

Name: Luke Norman
Age: 30
Accomodation: 1 bed flat 
Location: London

Relationship: Single
Career: Assisant Producer
Salary: £38,000

Novice 
Trekker

Frequent 
Traveller

Expert 
Trekker

Occasional 
Traveller

Photography

Life-DrawingReading

Trekking

HOBBIES TREKS Slovenian 
Alps

Santa Cruz 
Mountains

Works 9-6

Reads and 
watches TV

Socialises
Visits museums 
and galleries

Photographs 

local scenes

Attends a life 
drawing class

WEEKDAYS WEEKENDS

Being a kean photographer, Chris started to go on multiple 
treks throughout the year, capturing the beautiful flora and 
fauna. Having recently been to Santa Cruz mountains in 
California, he is planning his next excursion to the Mount 
Yala pass in Tibet.

For him, weight and balance is the main issue, due to 
having a camera around his neck. A more streamlined 
pack that moulds to the body would be ideal.

Cuidad Perdida,
Columbia


